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All I want for Christmas … 

 

Christmas falls in the middle of the best part of our fishing season. What better reason could there be 

to ask Santa for some fishing related presents. I’m not talking about new rods and reels, although 

that would be nice. I’m talking about presents that will make you a better caster and catch you more 

fish. Here is my list of All I want for Christmas: 

 

Santa, all I want for Christmas is to make a good backcast. I don’t want it to hit the water or sag 

hopelessly over my head. I want it to be taut and straight and shoot upward to load the rod ready for 

my forward cast. Remind me to vary the stroke and timing to suit the amount of line I have out. If I 

can’t get it right every time it would be nice if I had some eyes in the back of my head so I can see 

what my backcast is doing. 

 

Santa, all I want for Christmas is to get rid of those wind knots. I know they are not caused by the 

wind but they always seem to appear on windy days. I try harder on windy days (which is every day 

I go fishing) and all I seem to do is get knots in my leader as it gets blown back in my face. Help me 

to use a longer casting stroke, accelerate the rod more smoothly and haul at the correct time. If that 

doesn’t work, please bring me some more leaders! 

 

Santa, all I want for Christmas is to cast further. Everyone I meet tells me they can cast their 

whole fly line.  I’m getting older now and casting a full fly line is becoming more difficult every 

year. I want to be able to double haul, and cast tighter loops and see that line sail out into the 

backing. If I can’t cast further could you please send me a shorter fly line! 

  

Santa, all I want for Christmas is to cast more accurately. I don’t want to hit all the targets in the 

casting competition (although that would be nice). I just want to be able to get my fly in front of a 

fish when I see one. And I want to be able to do it without lots of false casts. Help me to make a 

good backcast, get my trajectory at the right angle, my tracking straight and my loops tight. If that 

doesn’t work, maybe a new pair of glasses might help! 

 

Santa, all I want for Christmas is to be able to cast into the wind. It is always windy when I go 

fishing and I always end up having to cast directly into it. If I can make a high backcast, low 

forward cast with tight loops and plenty of line speed I am sure I can do it. I know using the right 

gear, like a faster rod, can help so maybe you can find room in my stocking for a new one! 

 

Santa, all I want for Christmas is to make my leader turn over. I’m sick of spooking fish when my 

leader, tippet and fly land in a heap. Give me the patience for my leader to straighten behind and 

help me to pull the line forward – not push it. And I must learn to stop the rod more sharply. Just in 

case this doesn’t work could you send me a few of those flat butt leaders that Peter Hayes talks 

about! 



 

Santa, all I want for Christmas is to make a good roll cast. Remind me to form a big D loop and 

anchor the leader just in front of me. I must make sure to keep my rod tip on a straight line path and 

make a late rotation – the rod doesn’t roll, the line does  If I can learn to roll cast I will be ready to 

learn spey casting with my new spey rod that you might bring me! 

 

Santa, all I want for Christmas is to cast with less effort. A full day of casting leaves me with 

tennis elbow. I want to be able to cast all day without strain or pain. Help me make fewer false casts 

and use less power. I need to eliminate slack in the line and apply power smoothly. If I can hear the 

rod I know I am using too much power. Maybe I would cast with less effort if I could use two hands 

on a new spey rod!  

 

We all know there is only one person who fills the Christmas stocking and only one person who can 

make our casting wishes come true.  Enjoy your Christmas season and if you really want your 

wishes to come true get out there and practice. 


